American Helicopter Society South Florida Chapter

Invites you to the

Elliott Museum

to experience:

Leonardo da Vinci’s Machines in Motion Exhibit

and enjoy a presentation on:

The Life of Igor I. Sikorsky: Aviation Pioneer

Thursday, June 27, 2013, hosted by the Elliott Museum

An overview of the life and career of one of aviation’s finest pioneers. While Igor Sikorsky is most famous for the development of a practical helicopter, he also designed and built a number of remarkable aircraft in Russia and was instrumental in the development of record breaking, opulent, trans-oceanic flying boats for Pan American Airways. His ability to design, build, and fly aircraft coupled with his uncanny business judgment make Mr. Sikorsky’s journey a fascinating tale not to be missed.

Starts at 6:00 PM

RSVP by June 25th to Receive Complementary Entry to the Museum

- Leonardo da Vinci’s Machines in Motion Exhibit
- Igor Sikorsky Presentation
  By Gregg Ambrose – Chief Engineer Development Flight Center, Sikorsky Aircraft
- $5 Dollar donation to the Museum is encouraged

Location: Elliott Museum
825 Northeast Ocean Blvd.
Stuart, FL 34996

Like “South Florida AHS” on Facebook to hear more about upcoming events!

Please RSVP / Contact us at: SouthFloridaAHS@gmail.com

Web site: https://sites.google.com/site/southfloridaahs